Mourad.Elloumi@fsegt.rnu.tn 1-INTRODUCTION Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) is an important method to compare biological sequences. It consists in optimising the number of matches between the residues occurring in the same order in each sequence. MSA is an NP-complete problem [Wang and Jiang 94]. There are several approaches to solve this problem. Progressive approach is the most used and the most effective one, it operates in three steps:
the alignment under convergence, i.e., the score of the alignment obtained at iteration N is less than the score of the alignment obtained at iteration N-1. Different strategies of refinement have been developed [Wallace et al. 05 ], e.g., the iterative construction of the guide tree until the stabilization of this tree, or the division of the guide tree in sub-trees then the alignment of each sub-tree, separately, and the integration of the obtained alignments.
This algorithm is called hybrid algorithm or iterative progressive alignment algorithm. These algorithms are almost the most efficient. Among [Min et al. 05] .
In this paper we present a new iterative progressive alignment algorithm called PAAA, The main difference between our algorithm and other progressive algorithms consists first, in the use of the new distance called Anchor distance, in the sequence comparison step.
Then, the use of the maximal distance instead of minimal distance in the construction of the guide tree, our algorithm implements also a refinement step. We tested our new algorithm on different benchmarks and we compared with other typical algorithms.
PRELIMINARIES
Let A be a finite alphabet, a sequence is an element of A * , it is a concatenation of elements of A. The length of a sequence w, denoted by |w|, is the number of the characters that constitute this sequence.
Let f= {w 1 , w 2 , … , w N } be a family of sequences, we say that a subsequence x is an anchor to the sequences of f, if and only if, for each sequence w i , 1≤i≤N, of f there exists an exact subsequence x' of w i , |x|=|x'| and x=x'
Let f be a set of sequences, AC a set of anchor to the sequences of f, AC is a list of anchors that appears in the same order, without overlapping in all the sequences of f.
A profile p of an alignment is a sequence that represents a multiple alignment. The profile is constructed by selecting for each column of the multiple alignments the residue that has the maximum occurrences in this column. The profile corresponding to an alignment formed by aligning two alignments is obtained using the profiles of each alignment.
A guide tree T is a binary tree whose leaves represent the sequences, nodes represent a group of sequences and therefore the corresponding alignment, these nodes define the branching order and the root of the tree contains the final alignment.
We define a new distance, the anchor distance that uses the anchor of each pair of sequences. The distance is calculated using the following formula:
With AC represents the set of selected anchor, a is an anchor of AC and |w|,|w'| represents the respective length of each sequences.
Selected anchors are fundamental in the computation of the anchor distance. In our case, we select the longest common subsequence. Thus the distance-based on anchors defines a rate of similarity between the sequences, taking into consideration the local similarities identified by the anchors. That distance enhances the size of anchors to define a similarity between sequences, In fact, more a set of sequences has longer anchor, more these sequence are similar
The PAAA algorithm constructs multiple alignment using similarity between common anchors between pair of sequences, Our algorithm work as below Let f be a set of sequences, the multiple alignment algorithm is based on computing the Anchor distance d  , between every pair of sequences. Our algorithm operates as follow:
(i) First, we compute the Anchor distance between each pair of sequences using the algorithm [Elloumi and Mokaddem 08] applied for two sequences. This distance allows first, to estimate the percentage of similarity between the sequences, and then it is useful to define the most appropriate alignment to be selected in the second step of progressive alignment. This distance allows us also to estimate the number of conserved anchors that can be aligned. Finally, we construct the corresponding distance matrix M.
(ii) Then, in the second step, we use the distance matrix M to build the guide tree T. Our algorithm implements a variant of UPGMA [Sneath and Sokal 73] method. The UPGMA method gives a more interesting guide tree in a progressive alignment process comparison with neighbor-Joining method that gives a better estimate of the correct evolutionary tree [Edgar 04]. Thus we used the UPGMA method in our experimental results. To construct the guide tree, we make some modifications to the UPGMA method. In fact, we select the maximum value from the distance matrix instead of the minimum one. In deed, we begin by aligning the two sequences having minimum number of common anchor in our caser the two most divergent sequences, i.e., that are the maximum Anchor distance. In fact when we begin by aligning the sequence having the minimum distance we can make a mistake in the alignment process, because we can loose this similarity in the progressive approach. Inversely, when we begin by aligning sequence having the maximum distances in our case, i.e, divergent sequences in this way we can conserve the common residues in these sequences. And from this first alignment we can add the other sequences to get the final alignment.
(iii) Then, during the third step, we align the sequences following the branching order dictated by the guide tree using two dynamic programming algorithms the one of Gotoh [Gotoh 82] for aligning two sequences, and the other of Gotoh algorithm [Gotoh 94] for aligning two profiles. The profile of an alignment constructed by two alignments is performed using the profile of each alignment.
(iv)Finally, during the fourth and final step, we apply a refinement step to our resulting alignment in order to address and correct the mistakes of alignment that could have been produced in the progressive approach. The method used is similar to the one used by the algorithm MUSCLE [Edgar 04]. Indeed, we reconstruct the guide tree by removing an edge from the tree and we repeat iteratively these steps under convergence, i.e., any improvement identified in the alignment obtained in step N in comparison with to the alignment obtained in step N-1.
TIME COMPLEXITY
In this section, we study time complexity of our algorithm. Let N be the number of the sequences and L the maximum length in the set of sequences.
(i) Time complexity of the first step is O(N 2 *L 2 *log(L)). In fact, we compute the Anchor distance between every pair of sequence, time complexity of the Anchor distance is is O (L 2 *log (L)). In deed, we used the algorithm of Elloumi and Mokaddem [Elloumi and Mokaddem 08]. Since the set is composed by N sequences, thus we compute N (N-1)/2 operations of comparison. Hence time complexity is O(N 2 *L 2 *log(L)).. .
AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Let f be a set of sequences f= {w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , w 4 , w 5 } w 1 : seqvecccce; w 2 : stqesmcedd; w 3 : tescd; w 4 : teqvenced; w 5 : tescmcccctes We compute Anchor distance between every pair of sequences d  (w 1 , w 2 ) = 0, 5; d  (w 2 , w 3 ) = 0; d  (w 3 , w 4 ) = 0, 2; d  (w 4 , w 5 ) = 0, 56 d  (w 1 , w 3 ) = 0, 6; d  (w 2 , w 4 ) = 0.34; d  (w 3 , w 5 ) = 0, 2; d  (w 1 , w 4 ) = 0.34; d  (w 2 , w 5 ) = 0, 4; d  (w 1 , w 5 ) = 0, 4;
We store these distances in the distance Matrix M w 1 w 2 50 w 3 60 00 w 4 34 34 20 w 5 40 40 20 56
Then, we construct the corresponding guide tree using the maximum distance.
Fig1: Guide Tree
We align the sequences following the branching order, we obtain the corresponding multiple sequence alignment
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
In order to asses our alignment algorithm; we benchmarked our program using different benchmark for Protein and DNA sequences. Each benchmark contains multiple alignments that have been constructed in a manual, or automatic, way with the help of biologists and have been grouped in different categories, according to the nature of the set of the sequences.
These alignments are considered as reference alignment. We used the following benchmark BALIBASE [Thompson et al. 99 In order to compare between alignments, we use two criteria: (i) CS: The Column Score [Thompson et al. 99 ] that represents the ratio between the number of correctly aligned columns and the total number of columns in the core blocks, i.e., the regions whose alignments are known.
Where, Ci=1 if all the residue in the test aligned are aligned in the reference alignment otherwise Ci=0 and L represent the number of column (ii) SPS: The Sum of Pairs Scores [Thompson et al. 99 ] that represents the ratio between the numbers of correctly aligned pairs of residues and the total number of pairs of residues in the core blocks. Where S i represent the number of residue correctly aligned in the column i , M the number of column in test alignment , S r the residue in the reference alignment and M r the number of column in the reference alignment
We ran our program on the set of data-set of the BALIBASE benchmark. In order to compute the SP-score and the column score (CS), we used the bali_score program, a program provided with the BALIBASE benchmark that generates these score based on predetermined reference alignments. For OXBENCH and HOMSTRAD benchmark we used the Q-score program.
The results of CS and SPS scores obtained in a set of data-set from BALIBASE are respectively represented in tab1 and tab2 We obtained more good result for C-scores than SP-scores due to the anchors selection step. In fact, we select exactly repeated subsequence thus promote the C-scores.
We benchmarked also our algorithm in a set of data-set of OXBENCH benchmark and we compare the column scores TC and Q-scores with the typical software CLUSTALW, MUSCLE and MAFFT.
We obtain the following results that represent the average of TC and Q sores of a set of 100 data-sets from OXBENCH We assessed also our algorithm in a set of Family extracted from HOMSTRAD database and we obtained the following results
Tab4. Results obtained with HOMSTRAD database using TC and Q scores
This table shows that for these data-set families extracted from HOMSTRD benchmark our algorithm have the best scores compared to typical method used.
We ran also our program on a set of the reference family test of BRALIBASE II benchmark for the family of DNA sequences. For DNA we have obtain less good result than for protein us we can see in tab5 and tab6 These tables represent respectively the average of CS scores and SPS scores. MAFFT  CLUSTALW  MUSCLE  SCORES  Q  TC  Q  TC  Q  TC  Q TC Aspartate/ornithine carbamoyltransferase 0,939 0,872 0,937 0,861 0,931 0,849 0,927 0,84 beta/gamma crystallins 0,876 0,613 0,495 0,0166 0,874 0,657 0,652 0,021 C-type lectin 0,867 0,662 0,83 0,628 0,838 0,697 0,862 0,634 Helix-loop-helix DNAbinding domain 0,937 0,869 0,824 0,753 0,785 0,684 0,931 0,869 nucleotide kinase 0,897 0,699 0,849 0,541 0,849 0,533 0,869 0,618 LUXS 0,911 0,848 0,892 0,845 0,913 0,869 0,881 0,797 Peroxidase 0,899 0,736 0,866 0,67 0,885 0,713 0,896 0,734 These tables show that our results are better than those of DIALIGN, POA and T-COFFEE. In addition, for TRNA and G2intron family our algorithm is better than CLUSTAL W2, but gives less good scores than MUSCLE, MAFFT and PROBCONS.
The Alignments obtained using families of proteins and for families of DNA are good, compared to the results obtained with the other programs. It is remarkable to note that results obtained with families of proteins are better than those obtained with families of DNA due to the selected anchors step. In fact, the selected anchors have great influence on the distances computation. Indeed, the probability of having repeated subsequence in sequence of DNA is higher than the one of having repeated subsequence in sequence of proteins. On the other hand, more there are occurrences representing the same repeated subsequence in a sequence more our algorithm is likely to be induced in error, because of the choice of the occurrence associated with the repeated subsequence. This is why we obtain better results with proteins compared to DNA.
CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
In this paper, we have present a new iterative progressive alignment algorithm called PAAA; our algorithm uses a new distance called Anchor distance in the sequence comparison step and a new variant of UPGMA method in the step of construction of the guide tree. This variant uses the maximum distance from the distance matrix. Our algorithm uses also a refinement step. We assessed our new algorithm on different benchmark of biologic sequences and we compared with other typical programs using the SP scores and the TC score. We have demonstrated that we obtain interesting results. These results are interesting when compared to other alignment programs. Indeed, in several test cases we obtained better scores than typical program, i.e., MUSCLE, MAFFT, CLUSTALW and PROBCONS using protein sequences. In future work, we would like to improve our experimental results by, first the exploration of a new method for sequence classification, the definition of a new approach for profileprofile alignment. Finally we attend to improve the iterative step using a new refinement approach.
